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Ella Bach Salon in inner city Suburb
Ella Bach Salon Inner City Suburb Brisbane - walk to James Street

Beauticians, you won\'t find a better beauty salon than this so stop looking!!

This Ella Bach salon with an annual turnover of $550,000 + was established in 2003 and owned by our
current seller since 2014, (only two ever owners) the business has been operating from the same
location since its commencement.

We all know Ella Bach is one of the world's most renowned cosmetic companies with its fantastic
reputation, luxury products, and branding. Combining this with the business having beautiful industry-
leading reliable staff and a 2iC running all day-to-day appointments, as well as its desirable inner-City
location, makes this a fantastic opportunity.

Key attributes of this business 

* Semi managed
* Establish Salon of over 30 years in the same location
* Key loyal enthusiastic staff
* Established Clientele
* Great figures and even better for owner operator 
* Fantastic location in one of Brisbane\'s most upmarket areas and walking distance to James St 
* Beautiful Salon Presentation
* 5 treatment rooms and reception area
* Favourable Franchise terms
* Dedicated Business Manager & Trainer
* Great Franchise support
* A beautiful website with online bookings

There really is nothing more to do in this business but to step in!! 

There are not many beauty businesses that put can pay claim to have, been established in the same
location for over 30 years and still operating under the same name. 

This business would ideally suit a beauty therapist moving from down South or elsewhere, a new
entrepreneur moving into their own business, and or as an add-on to an existing salon. This would
have to be the safest beauty salon opportunity on the market right now.

Asking $299,000 + SAV
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